13th European Symposium on Biochemical Engineering Sciences 2021
Portorož, Slovenia

Due to COVID-19 pandemic, initially planned symposium ESBES2020 has been postponed to

NEW DATE: Monday 3rd - Thursday 6th May 2021

ESBES2021

Initially planned: Thursday 17th - Sunday, 20th September 2020
VENUE: St. Bernardin Convention Centre, Grand Hotel Bernardin SL

Energy, Fuels, Environment 2020
Scientific Conference with the “Energy and Fuels” series

10TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
MOLECULAR ORDER AND MOBILITY IN POLYMER SYSTEMS
Saint Petersburg, May-June, 2021

XVIII MIEDZYNARODOWA KONFERENCJA POLSKIEGO TOWARZYSTWA MAGNEZOLOGICZNEGO
IM. PROF. JULIANA ALEKSANDROWICZA
23-25 WRZEŚNIEŃ 2020 R., LUBLIN, POLSKA

MIC3PE 3rd International Conference on Chemistry, Chemical Process and Engineering
LABUAN BAJO, INDONESIA, 30 SEPTEMBER - 1 OCTOBER 2020

Theme: “Nurturing The Dynamic of Sustainable Chemistry by Exploring Indonesian Treasure”

Physics and Chemistry of Combustion and Processes in Extreme Environments ’20–21
July 2021, Samara, Russian Federation
8th Conference on Carbon Dioxide as Feedstock for Fuels, Chemistry and Polymers

5th International Conference on Green Chemistry and Sustainable Engineering

BIOBASED COATINGS EUROPE 2020
17 - 18 June 2020
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN CARBON BLACK SUMMIT
28 - 29 October 2020 - FRANKFURT, GERMANY

DIGITAL REFINING & PETROCHEMICALS SUMMIT 2020
4 - 5 November, 2020 - LONDON, UK